
 

The Social Imperative



 

How do you decide to buy a book?



 

How do you decide to watch a film?



 



 

What you do on social media is your…

…‘personal brand’ book’s back cover!

…own trailer!



 

Our personal brand is our business.

So, we are all in the B2C business!



 

The communications landscape has changed 
forever.



 

Organizations communicate with people

…via advertising (one-way communication)

…via journalists (one-way communication)



 

Now, organizations communicate with people… 
directly.

And, it’s a two-way communication!



 

People in an organization communicate 
with people directly too!



 

As business leaders, 

beyond influencing your organization and 
peers (that you are directly in touch with), 

you now have an opportunity 
to build and nurture your own image.

Without filters.



 

How?

By expressing your thoughts and 
points of view on social media.



 

But it is not easy.

Prepare for it as if an audience is waiting 
for you to start speaking from a stage.



 

Inspiration?



 

Bill Marriott  
Executive Chairman and 
Chairman of the Board Marriott 
International, Inc.

Themes
1. Marriott properties
2. Personal, emotional stories
3. CSR efforts
4. Organizational culture
5. Willingness to learn

Platforms
6. Blog
7. Just started on LinkedInSincere apologies to the the folks from Park Hyatt who may be looking at this slide with 

dismay.



 



 

Richard Branson
<do you really want me to add 
his designation?>

Themes
<you name it, it’s there!>

Platforms
1. Virgin blog
2. LinkedIn
3. Twitter



 

Anand Mahindra
Chairman and Managing 
Director, Mahindra Group

Themes
1. All-things-Mahindra
2. Topical things he has a pov 

on
3. Normal. Human things he 

does!

Platforms
4. Only Twitter!
5. Not on LinkedIn!



 

Hrush Bhatt
Founder, Cleartrip

Themes & platforms
None! Not active on Twitter and 
not on LinkedIn!
But… is active, when needed, 
hands-on on Cleartrip blog!



 

Thought-starters to kick-start!



 

Think of your personal brand as a magazine. 
How will you fill ‘your’ pages? How often?



 

Mine?

1. Social media, communications
2. Parenting

3. Music, movies
4. Science fiction

5. E-commerce, digital disruption



 

What are the 4-5 themes you’d 
want to be known for, sought after?



 

5-step thumb rule
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